Thermostar
Steam Ironing Station

User manual
1. Grip recess
2. Heatable ironing surface
3. Flexible cord antenna
4. Work surface for ironing
5. Power connection
6. Power cord
7. Rollers
8. Adjustable rubber bases
9. Frame
10. Fan for suction and blowing functions
11. Lever for height adjustment
12. Power on/off switch for heating
13. a. Switch for continuous or interrupted suction and blowing functions
b. Switch for shifting between suction and blowing functions

Technical data

- Voltage: 230 V
- Frequency: 50 Hz
- Total power: 240 W
- Fan power: 40 W
- Heater power: 200 W
- Weight: approx. 13 kg
- Cord length: approx. 3.5 m

Dispose this appliance separated from household waste at the disposal points for electrical and electronic equipment (as per the WEEE directive of the EU)
Proper use

The Thermostar Steam Ironing Station is meant for usage with the Thermostar Dry Steam Cleaner and and Thermostar Steam Iron, which is available separately.

It is only suitable for ironing clothes.
No liability is assumed for damages caused by improper use or incorrect operation.

Before the first use

Please ensure that all packaging material has been removed from the steam ironing station.

Safety instructions

★ Avoid contact with current-carrying elements of the steam ironing station.
★ Do not leave the iron unattended while it is in operation.
★ Ensure that the ironing station is not reachable by children who are unattended.
★ Use the ironing station only on a flat and stable base.
★ Let the ironing station cool down completely before being put away.
★ The steam ironing station may not be used by children or persons with limited physical or psychological abilities.
★ Please do not use if the ironing station or the cord have obvious damages. Contact your dealer in this case.
★ Disconnect the ironing station from the power supply when it is not in use or has a defect.
Installation of Thermostar Steam Ironing Station

Place your ironing station firstly without being plugged in, and on a dry, stable and straight base.

Keep the ironing station horizontally on the floor and fix the frame with your left foot on the floor.

Activate the lever for the height adjustment and open the frame simultaneously.

Release the lever for the height adjustment and snap the frame into place.

By further activation of the lever for the height adjustment, you can set it to the required working height.

Insert the power cord in a suitable socket. While inserting, pay attention that the power cord is not placed in the way such that it becomes a tripping hazard.

While installing and connecting Thermostar Steam Ironing Station, follow its user manual.

Ironing with Thermostar Steam Ironing Station

During the ironing process, the heating function of the ironing station must always be activated. The power on/off switch glows, if it is activated by choosing Position 1. The activation of the heating function simultaneously switches on the suction and blowing functions.

You can choose between continuous and interrupted (automatic) suction and blowing functions.

In case of an interrupted (automatic) function, the fan works only when the ironing does not take place on the work surface intended.
Depending on the characteristics of the clothes, the switching between suction and blowing functions is useful. Use the blowing function mainly for light materials like silk, in order to avoid unwanted wrinkles or imprints of knobs and seams.

Putting Thermostar Steam Ironing Station away

When the ironing process ends, please activate the heating function in combination with the continuous suction function for some minutes to dry the surface completely.

Turn the power on/off switch of the heating function to Position 0 and then disconnect the steam ironing station from the power supply as well as the iron. Note that the iron can still be hot and cause burns!

Let your ironing station cool down completely before you put it away.

For putting it away, fix the frame to the rollers with your foot. Activate the lever for height adjustment and lower the ironing board simultaneously with both hands, till the ironing station lies horizontally on the floor again.

When the ironing station is completely shut, release the lever for height adjustment so that it can snap in place.

You can pull the board to the adjustable base and roll it to the required storage place. Always place it on the fixed adjustable base to store it.
Accessoires

Thermostar Steam Iron

The Thermostar Steam Iron and the Teflon sole, along with Thermostar Dry Steam Cleaner, complete your professional ironing equipment. These products are optimally matched to each other and ensure you a sensational ironing experience.

Cleaning and maintenance

Clean the plastic materials and metal parts of your Thermostar Ironing Board regularly with a wet, soft cloth.

The ironing board lining can be washed at 30 degree Celsius.

It consists of a special heat-resistant material, which optimizes the use with the heating and suction functions.

Therefore, use only the original Thermostar lining!

Store the ironing board in a dry place, the temperature should not fall below 5 degree Celsius.

Malfunctioning and service

If your equipment is malfunctioning, please contact your Thermostar dealer immediately to discuss the further course of action.